Natural disasters might occur anywhere! You can learn them easily in the landslide museum!
DVD theater(1F)
You can watch guidance of the museum, landslides,
debris flows and slope failures.

ITAKURA YUSETUKAN (1F)

Panel display(1F～2F)
These displays
illustrations.
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Legend dolls display (out door)

Experience corner(2F)

You can learn natural phenomena through experiments.
・Liquefaction
・Fold model
・3D topographical map etc.
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Relaxing room(2F)
Display up-to-date information
disasters and local activities.

Display human size dolls describing legends that
have been told in this region. You can take
pictures with them.

Experiment corner(2F)

Lives in snow country are
materials ,diorama and panels.

You can try computer quiz then you know how well you
understand natural disasters.
・Computer quiz ・Building model game
・Landslide model ・Debris flow model
・Snow avalanche model

There are many
kinds of natural
disasters in the
world!

Legend room(2F)
Introduce legends that have been told in this region by
handcraft dolls and animations

・Sedimentation

Due to the abnormal weathers these days, people are more interested in disaster education.
You can learn natural disasters easily in the landslide museum. Please come and see it.

A Buddhist priest voluntary became human
pillar to prevent landslides 800 years ago.
His bones are conserved in the shrine.
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○ By car
12km from Joshinetsu EXP
way 【PA Arai smart I.C】
（30minutes）
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In the park there are masonry Sabo dams
registered as cultural heritage. Kids enjoy
catching tadpoles and other small aquatics
in summer.

THE LANDSLIDE MUSEUM
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○ By car
5.5km from Joshinetsu EXP
way 【PA Arai smart I.C】
（15minutes）
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LEARN ABOUT DISASTER PREVENTIONS
AND LOCAL HISTORY
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The landslide museum
Human pillar shrine
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nagamori

Yamadara Yakushi
(healing buddha)
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Enmei shimizu
(Life long water)

Nakagou I.C

Including「ITAKURA YUSETSU KAN」
(SNOW MUSEUM)

Yamadera-yakushi (healing Buddha)
There are three Buddha in the hut.

Open: 9:30am.～4:30pm
Admission: Free
Closed: Every Tuesday
December 29th ～ January 3rd
Address: 401-1 Sarukuyouji,Itakura-ku,
Joetsu-cityNiigata-ken Japan
Tel：0255(78)2687
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